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ABSTRACT:

The Volunteer Geographic Information (VGI) can be used to understand the urban dynamics. In the
classification of traffic related short texts to analyze road problems in urban areas, a VGI data analysis is done over a social media’s
publications, in order to classify traffic events at big cities that modify the movement of vehicles and people through the roads, such
as car accidents, traffic and closures. The classification of traffic events described in short texts is done by applying a supervised
machine learning algorithm. In the approach users are considered as sensors which describe their surroundings and provide their
geographic position at the social network. The posts are treated by a text mining process and classified into five groups. Finally, the
classified events are grouped in a data corpus and geo-visualized in the study area, to detect the places with more vehicular problems.

1. INTRODUCTION
Urban computing introduces technology into many different
human activities related to health, security, information and
transportation, among others, increasing people´s interest on
technological issues and their participation to generate web
content (Kindberg, 2007).

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, related works are
briefly described; in Section 3, the proposed methodology is
shown; in Section 4, the obtained results are explained, as well as
the comparison between the implemented classification
algorithm and another classification method. Finally, in Section
5, the conclusions and future work are shown.

2. RELATED WORK
Due to the technological advances in mobile devices such as
smartphones and tablets, citizens access data sources that keep
them informed about factors and events that modify their
activities and their environment (Rudinac et al., 2017).
Thanks to the global communication network, people are
constantly connected and can be noticed about what is happening
in their surroundings; what is more, people are able to
communicate what they perceive, acting like intelligent sensors
(Kindberg, 2007).
Social media are an important and actualized data source (Dey &
Roy, 2016), every minute thousands of publications are done. In
this approach the social media Twitter is analysed. Twitter is a
microblogging service whose posts are called tweets (Twitter,
2017). Twitter has more than 500 million users all around the
world, which post approximately 65 million tweets a day
(Bernstein et al., 2013). In the approach, the traffic related tweets
are analysed in order to identify the kind of events that commonly
generate road problems in an urban area.
The main characteristic of this research is the use of a machine
learning algorithm to classify VGI data, in contrast to other
related methodologies which make use of manual classifiers.
After the classification, the traffic related tweets are geovisualized with the purpose to identify the traffic conditions at
the city. The proposed study area is Mexico City.

On the internet there exists many resources to post information
such as blogs, web sites, and social media; beyond, some of them
allow people to generate geographic information. The posts done
by people, such as videos, images, comments and messages, are
part of the user generated content (UGC); these data become
important when is used to analyse the social behaviour or human
activities (Foth, 2009).
The technological advances have increased the people’s interest
in generate content, nowadays, people can post information from
any place through the use of mobile devices, smartphones and
computers (Yang et al., 2016). The mobile devices let users to
add the coordinates of the place where they are.
The volunteered geographic information is made up of the user
generated content with coordinates or geographical references. It
is an important data source for geo-processing; besides
communicate the user thoughts, also provides extra information
to locate the user at a geographic place (Lin, 2013). VGI has
inspired the implementation of specialized web sites, such as
OpenStreetMap, Twitter, Foursquare, Google Maps and Twitter,
among others (Kunze & Hecht, 2015).
Internet, social media, mobile devices, they all working together
let humans to act as sensors. People have different points of view,
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which depend of their life and activities. A person considers some
factors interesting or not, and according to its criteria reports its
perceptions (Fleming et al., 2014). During last years, the idea of
considering people as sensors has increased. Resch et al. (2015),
define three concepts to take into account when working with
human sensors: people as sensors (the analogy), the collective
sensing, and the citizen science.
The routing application Waze (Waze, 2017) is a clear example of
VGI information usage; in it people share their personal traffic
reports. Another example of VGI system is the US
Environmental Protection Agency, a New York’s department
system where people provide and also collect information about
the air and water pollution in their city (Resch et al., 2016).
In some researches the volunteered geographic information has
been used to map real-time data related to the energy saving,
traffic and pollution (Paredes-Valverde et al., 2015). In the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Real Time Rome project,
the social use of land, and movement patterns of people and
vehicles are modelled. The analysed data are extracted from
smartphones and GPS devices (Real Time Rome, 2017).

The work investigates the differences in the tweeting behaviour
of citizens at different London areas. The unsupervised model
generated by the authors produces a readily classification of
tweets based on their texts.
3. METHODOLOGY
In a way to answer the proposed questions in section two, the
present approach makes use of VGI to classify the traffic events
that affect the movement of vehicles and people through the study
area, with a view to generate useful information about the traffic
situation. Such information could be used on further researches,
in order to think out possible solutions to reduce the traffic at big
cities.
The classification of traffic related short texts to analyse road
problems in urban areas, consists of four stages, all together
transform VGI data into classified traffic information. The stages
are: VGI contact, Information recovery, Events classification,
and Events mapping.
In Figure 1 a diagram of the proposed methodology is shown.

Concerning to the traffic related tweets analysis, it is worth to
mention the traffic observatory (Ribeiro et al., 2012), a project
that aims to implement specialized gazetteers in the tweets geocodification processes; the researchers implement their own
gazetteer called GEODICT, which contains information about
cross streets, abbreviations, and alternative names of roads. In
their methodology, the roads’ names and locations identified in
tweets are recovered, then, are searched in GEODICT with a view
to found their coordinates.
In the researching of Salazar et al. (2015) the geocoding of traffic
events described in tweets is done by dividing the tweets’ texts in
n-grams. Such structures are searched in specialized dictionaries
in order to identify the coordinates where the described event
occurred. The gazetteers also identify words related to traffic
conditions that allow to classify tweets into three possible groups:
accidents, good conditions and bad conditions.
The user generated content and the VGI information are two
potential data sources for many analysis; their main advantage is
that their data are updated, accessible, and reflect the urban
dynamics. In this approach two questions about the mentioned
data sources usage are formulated:

What can be done with such information?
 How could this information help to improve human
activities?
Machine learning (ML) plays an important role when analysing
tweets, most of the times the ML algorithms are used to classify
and compute regression models over tweets. A ML algorithm
election usually depends on the data features, the bias that could
be tolerated, and the task that has to be done (Wolpert &
Macready, 1995).
He et al. (2017) extract traffic related information from tweets
posted at San Francisco Bay to obtain traffic predictions using
linear regressions. In their research, Zhao et al (2016) propose
online approaches for spatiotemporal events forecasting, using
machine learning algorithms over tweets. The authors conclude
that the forecasting of spatiotemporal events must consider the
data spatial features and the correlations between them. In
Lansley and Longley (2016) work Twitter topics in London are
analysed; the geo-tagged tweets are classified into 20 possible
topics using the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) algorithm.

Figure 1. Classification of short texts to analyse road problems
in urban areas Methodology.
3.1 VGI contact
In this stage the methodology has direct contact with the social
media, in order to extract VGI data.
To store the data extracted from the social media a spatial
database called Urban_dynamycs has been structured. The
database has four tables: extracted, where tweets collected from
the social media are stored; recovered, where tweets are stored
after being cleaned and textually treated; classified, where tweets
related to traffic events have been grouped; and urban_area,
where the geographic features of the study area as roads, street
names, and geographic limits have been saved. The methodology
computing and classification functions have been coded in
Python.
The VGI contact stage purpose is to collect tweets related to the
traffic and vehicular situations at the study area, and to store them
in the extracted table. Since Twitter has been always interested
in the new data treatments that can be done over its data, there
exists some application program interfaces (API) that let many
programming languages to extract tweets.
After a connection to Twitter, the methodology is able to collect
the tweets from a group of specific accounts dedicated to post
citizen’s traffic reports, or related to local news web sites.
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Each time a new tweet from the followed accounts is posted, it is
analysed by a python script and separated into specific fields in
order to be stored in the extracted table. The fields are: text (the
tweets text), date and time (the date and time when the tweet was
posted), user (the id of the account that posted the message), and
coordinates (the latitude and longitude coordinates of the place
where the post was done if such data are available in the tweet’s
metadata). As observed, the data stored on the extracted table are
tweets in their original format.
3.2 Information recovery
In this stage the registries from the table extracted are processed
in order to make them useful for the further methodology stages,
also they are initially classified according to the traffic related
words found in their texts. Onwards the tweets are called
registries.
There have been defined five possible traffic classes:
good_displacement, traffic, closure, accident and unclassified,
their characteristics are explained in Table 1. To prevent classes
from overlapping the classification procedure takes into account
the words located next to the words of interest. The proposed
classes shape a traffic scale.
Class
good_displacement

Definition
Tweet indicates good traffic
conditions, the vehicles can
displace without inconvenient
through the city.
traffic
Tweet describes bottlenecks and
traffic jams.
closure
Tweet describes problems or events
that prevent the movement of
vehicles through the roads.
accident
Tweet reports an event where
people got damaged or vehicles
crashed.
unclassified
Tweet does not provide enough
information to be classified.
Table 1. Proposed traffic classes.
A Python script designed to develop a text mining procedure in
this methodology stage, separates each registry’s text into words.
As the analysed registries are written in Spanish language, it is
needed to remove some special characters such as accents and
grammatical signs from the words; the mining procedure
modifies some characters representation as in the case of the
letter ‘ñ’ that is replaced by ‘n’, without modify the meaning of
the words.
After cleaning the text, the script also removes the stop words
from the registries by using a stop words bag (Sidorov, 2013).
With a words of interest bag structured using Thesaurus
(Thesaurus, 2017), series of related words are grouped to
represent each class, the script counts the related class words
identified in the registry. The class with the most words found in
the registry text is chosen as the initial class for it. A label to
identify the class is assigned to the registry.
The results of this methodology stage are stored in the recovered
table, which has the same columns as the extracted table, and two
more extra fields: cleaned_text (where the treated text, without
special characters and stop words is stored), and class_label (the
initial classification of the registry).

The recovered table, represents a data corpus of tweets that have
been cleaned, and that can be useful for further investigations
interested in traffic.
3.3 Events classification
In this stage the registries are classified by using the K Nearest
Neighbours (KNN) machine learning algorithm. The maximum
length of each registry is 140 characters, but this does not provide
information about the number of words in the text. Since KNN is
not able to work with bags of words, in this methodology is
proposed the use of a words dictionary to analyse the registries
words.
The approach’s words dictionary is a Python structure that
contains all the words found in the analysed registries, with a
view to provide information about the words frequency in each
registry’s text. The Algorithm 1, designed to create the words
dictionary is shown below.
Algorithm 1.Creation of the words dictionary to analyse the
content of texts.
Input. Registries from the extracted table and an empty
dictionary structure.
 The following process is done over all the registries.
1. Initially the words dictionary is empty.
2. The registry cleaned_text is separated into words
3. Each word is searched in the dictionary:
 if the word does not exists, it is added with a
frequency value 1.
 if the word exists, its frequency value increases 1.
Output. A words dictionary with all the possible words
present in the registries.

Once the words dictionary contains all the possible keys (the
words) and values (the number of times a word appears in the
entire corpus), the length of each text’s registry is normalized. A
vector of words is created to represent numerically the field
cleaned_text of the registry following the sequence explained in
Algorithm 2.
The resultant vectors are used in the training and test processes
of the KNN algorithm. Since the algorithm works with numbers,
the generated vectors are the key for the machine learning
classification. The algorithm classifies an element by considering
the bigger number of present samples that share features with it
(Zhong & Ling, 2015), this classification algorithm does not
learn patters, and makes use of the Euclidean distance to compute
the similarity between instances (Zheng et al., 2016).
Suppose P and Q are two registries to compare; each registry text
has n words, so P0 represents the first word to compare from the
text P, and Pn is the last word in P; in the same way, Q0 represents
the first word in Q to be compared, and Qn is the last word in the
text Q. The K in the algorithm notation, represents the proposed
number of neighbours for the instance that is being classified, the
value of K also assures the generalization for future data
(Drakopoulos, 2016).
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Input. The field cleaned_text of the registry.
1. A vector structure is created, its length is the same as the
words dictionary.
2. The cleaned_text field of the registry is analysed.
3. In each vector position is stored the number of times that
each dictionary word appears in the cleaned_text field:

If a dictionary word appears n times in the
registry’s cleaned_text, the position for such word
in the vector must have a frequency value of n.

If a dictionary word never appears in the registry’s
cleaned_text, its value at the words position in the
vector must be zero.
Output. The vector is the numerical representation for the
analysed registry.
Algorithm 2. Representation of the cleaned_text field of each
registry as a numeric vector.
In Equation 1, there is shown the computing of the Euclidean
distance between the instances P and Q, considered in the KNN
classification (Lantz, 2013).
disE(P,Q)= sqrt( (P0 - Q0)2 + (P1 – Q1)2 + …+ (Pn – Qn)2 ) (1)

After the classification model implementation, some precision
metrics are applied over the results in order to measure the
efficiency of the model.
The applied metrics are precision, recall and the average squared
error. Once the obtained precision and recall measures have
reached satisfactory results, the model is used to classify the test
set, its precision metrics are also computed.
In the training and test sets, a ten-fold cross validation is used.
By this technique, samples are divided into ten sets; each time a
set is being classified, the nine remaining sets are considered as
a training corpus.
The resultant classification labels are stored in the table
classified. The table classified has five fields: id, to have a control
over the number of samples; processed_text_vector, the vector
that represents the text for the treated registry; classification,
where the KNN algorithm assigned class label is stored; and the
latitude and longitude coordinates of the place where the original
tweet was posted.
3.4 Mapping
One of the purposes of the present approach is to identify the
areas with more traffic, and the kind of vehicular events that
causes it.

In the present approach, the KNN algorithm has been coded using
the Scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011) machine learning
libraries. The designed program consists of two stages, the model
training and the data test; both procedures are described in
Algorithm 3, shown below.

To represent the traffic in the study area, has been used a Mexico
City’s map from OpensStreetMaps (OSM) (OSM Licence,
2017). Given that OSM is a volunteered geographic information
system and the classified data are also VGI, it is possible to
observe how VGI data can be obtained from different sources to
satisfy specific purposes.

KNN classification process.

As mentioned above, the collected tweets have the coordinates of
the place where they were posted, in the classified table such
coordinates are transformed into a geometric point to represent
the event as a point. By using the geospatial library for Postgres,
PostGIS (Postgis, 2017) the coordinates are merged into the
geometric point to be mapped.

Input. Processed text vectors. K=10.
Stage 1: General model training.
1. The algorithm stores the instances of the training
set vectors.
Stage 2: Data test.
1. The vectors of the test set are analysed.
2. The classification of each vector is computed
from a majority vote of its nearest neighbours.
3. A ten-fold cross validation is applied over the
data.
4. The vector’s class label is assigned.
5. The resultant class labels are compared with the
initial classification labels assigned.
Output. Classification labels for the test data corpus.
Algorithm 3. KNN data classification process.
A data corpus of 5000 tweets is being used throughout the
approach. The corpus of data is divided into two sets, the training
set (3000 vectors), and the test set (2000 vectors). The training
data have an initial classification label assigned at the
Information recovery methodology stage. This initial
classification is needed since the KNN classification model takes
into account the classification of the neighbours in order to
classify the test samples.

To show the different traffic classes, a set of maps have been
designed considering tweets recovered the Monday 16 January
2016 between 8:00 a.m. and 10:00 a.m. posted in the study area.
The events point representation and the study areas’ map were
mapped together using the open source geospatial information
system Quantum GIS (QGIS, 2017).
In Figure 2 the study areas’ map and some recovered traffic
related tweets are shown, it is possible to see the interest of people
in reporting the traffic conditions in the city at the studied time
lapse.
The map in Figure 3 shows the tweets classified as traffic events,
the heat map let’s to analyse the city roads with more traffic
problems and the areas where the movement of vehicles is not
saturated. The red areas represent places where the traffic has
caused bottlenecks and the vehicles start to stop, the lighter areas
represent roads that people can use as an alternative to avoid
traffic jams. The map shows that the main circulation problems
in the city are located at the center and south regions.
In Figure 4, the tweets classified as accidents and closures events
are mapped, comparing Figures 3 and 4 it is possible to see that
some areas with a larger number of traffic events become a
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closure area when the number of stopped cars increases. As it is
presented in such figures, most of the situations that generate
traffic at big cities occur at main roads, but the traffic expands all
over the area; hence the importance to notify the whole traffic
situation to citizens.

has been initially classified by analysing the words present on it
by a text mining procedure.
Since each tweet has a vector representation, there has been
created a 5000 vectors table. The vectors are divided into two
groups, a training set of 3000 elements and a test set with 2000
elements. The initial classification is only considered for the
training set.

In Figure 5, tweets classified as good_displacement events are
mapped. As it is seen, the good-displacement reports are less than
the traffic reports, since the time lapse of the experiment matches
with one of the time lapses with more vehicular movements on
the study area; also, people is more interested in reporting traffic
problems to express their angry or worry, than in reporting good
displacement conditions.

After the KNN classification of the test set, it was obtained that,
from the 2000 test elements, 374 of them are accidents, 648
closures, 304 good_displacement, 573 traffic, and 101 were
unclassified samples. In Figure 6, the proportional percentage for
each class is shown.

Figure 2. Tweets related to traffic events in the study area.

Figure 4. Tweets classified as Accidents and Closure events.

Figure 3. Tweets classified as traffic events.

Figure 5. Tweets classified as Good_displacement events.

4. RESULTS AND STATISTICS

The precision of the classification is 0.98, the recall is 0.93, the
F1-score is 0.69, the MAE is 0.73 and the MSE value is 1.76.

To test the methodology a corpus of 5000 tweets recovered from
Twitter has been structured, the tweets have been processed to
create numeric vectors that represent the tweets texts. Each vector

The Sci-kit learn Naïve Bayes (NB) algorithm was used to
classify the test set used on the proposed methodology, in
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ordernto compare the classification results and the obtained
precision metrics.
NB is chosen as a comparison basis since the algorithm is one of
the most commonly used to classify short text as in the mail and
SMS spam identification (Meyer & Wien, 2015). The main
advantage of the Naïve Bayes classification algorithm over KNN,
is that NB generates its own words dictionary and calculates the
words frequency before the data classification; also, NB is able
to work with words (Bishop, 2015).
In spite of its advantages, the NB algorithm throw up less
accurate results. Its precision measure was 0.70 and its recall was
0.67; its F1-score was 0.69, and the MAE and MSE were 0.6076
and 1.7192 respectively.

jams are produced by different vehicular situations that can be
studied in order to detect their characteristics, the places where
they commonly occur, and what is more, by applying different
analysis is possible to determine what causes them.
By the classification of traffic related short texts to analyse road
problems in urban areas approach, a social media is consulted in
order to acquire information about the vehicular situation in a
studied city; the collected information can be considered as
volunteer geographic information since the analysed posts are
texts written by people that describe events occurring on their city
and that share their coordinates.
After a text mining process and a machine learning classification,
the posts are classified into five possible traffic groups that
represent the events occurring on roads that commonly modify
the normal movement of vehicles. The traffic events classes are:
good_displacement, traffic, closure, accident and unclassified.
The main approach’s contribution is the implementation of a
machine learning classification method to work over VGI data,
and its managing with a GIS. The proposed methodology merges
text mining and machine learning procedures to make possible
the analysis of VGI textual content. The machine learning
algorithm chosen to classify the data is the KNN, the results
obtained have a good precision rate. The algorithm has been
compared with a Naïve Bayes classification procedure, one of the
most used methods for texts classification (Lantz, 2013); the
KNN classification presented a better performance.

Figure 6. Percentages of samples for each proposed traffic class
obtained after the KNN classification procedure.
The present’s methodology obtained three important results:
 A methodology to process text obtained from tweets which
allows to classify them using a machine learning algorithm.
Although the present approach performance has been proved
by analyzing traffic related texts, it is possible to use it to
analyze different topics which affect urban areas, such as
pollution or the citizen’s feelings about specific topics.
 A corpus of traffic related tweets in their original status, this
means, in the same way as they were posted in the social
network. This is a relevant product since there do not exist
many specialized data corpus to apply different analysis over
them.
 A corpus of processed tweets where their text have been
cleaned; such corpus is available to be processed for varied
analysis whose main purpose is not to pre-process tweets.
 A corpus of classified tweets that show common traffic
events that occur in urban areas; this contribution importance
lies in the information that can be inferred from such data,
with a view to improve the urban movements of vehicles and
citizens.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Since governments and science are concerned about improving
the peoples’ life, the importance of urban dynamics has
increased. Vehicular traffic is one of the factors that affect the
most to cities. Every day people lose time and money when they
are trying to move them through congested roads. Such traffic

The results are mapped in the study area using a GIS; the
cartography is part of a volunteered geographic information
platform, which increases the importance of VGI sources for the
present research. The mapping of the events is open to new data
interpretations and analysis; its purpose in this investigation is to
show the areas with more traffic problems and to detect the kind
of vehicular events that commonly affect specific urban areas.
The results obtained by the methodology’s approach and the
classification procedure implemented can be used in future
researches with the purpose to classify some other urban events,
and to make different data analysis.
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